Headed for Canada? Here's one way to get there: have a friend drive you out to Campo. Say good-bye to your friend. Then set onto the Pacific Crest Trail—and start walking.

The Big Hike

About a mile and a half south of Campo, just past the big farm, on a gravel road, is a handmade fence that marks the end of one way of looking at the world and the beginning of another. The U.S. Border Patrol calls it the "veteran's curfew." Although it is in sight of the agency's hard-wired images, the border itself is really nothing but a flimsy, patched-together snarl of rusted wire that won't even keep a spooked coyote from crossing back and forth as freely as he pleases.

The first time the border stands an old shortstop, falling dead leaves from the trees across the street, a grizzled veteran who nearby has his house where cattle were once inspected for hoof-and-mouth disease. No cattle cross here anymore. In fact, the only thing making this section of the border seems any different from any other section of border is a hand-painted sign hanging from the barbed wire fence. The sign, which is only eight years old but is already blistered and peeling from the sun, reads:

"In memory of Mr. and Mrs. Martin B. Donahue, who died 1968.."

Oregen: 1000 ft.
Canada: 2700 ft.
The place doesn't look like much, but it is destined to become legendary. Already it is sanctified by the persistence of men who have the fortitude to continue a pilgrimage, and by the untold stories of success to bring good weather and good luck to wanderers just starting out on their journeys. Backpackers are a superstitious bunch. Like the numinous Indians, the primitive animists, they're out there every day, giving thanks on, unsung, and they need every little edge they can get. Understandably, the hard-earned signs line an old patch of running shoes, clothes and rags. Someone who has walked a thousand miles understands the ancient custom of leaving a personal belonging at the end of a journey. For someone who hasn't, the custom should remain a mystery. But it's obvious to anyone that these shoes are now imbued with the courage and memory of whoever wore them. They're magical, causing anyone who looks at them to become suddenly resolved to leave it all behind, stuff everything in aerson sack, throw it over a mountain stream, leave his shoes on the sun-dried sand, and put fifteen miles behind him before dark.

By Steve Sorensen

Photography by Robert Berdan.
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City Lights

They Have to Dig It

Drive heading down Grand Boulevard in South Bend

The only way is up. At least, that's what the sign on the side of the road says. But for the drivers on this hill, it's not just a metaphor. It's a reality. The steep incline and winding turns make it a challenge to navigate, especially for those who are not used to driving such a route. But the view from the top is worth it. You can see for miles, and the city below is a vibrant mosaic of lights and colors. It's a sight to behold, and one that's worth the effort to get there.

City Lights

Shelf Realization

Two years ago Puerto Rican Writers' Pen was launched by a group of friends who wanted to create a new platform for Puerto Rican writers. The project gained traction quickly, and now it's gaining even more momentum. The organization has recently expanded its reach, and now it's working with a coalition of nine other groups to launch a new initiative. The goal is to provide more resources and support for writers, and it's already making a difference. The coalition is made up of a diverse group of organizations, including the Puerto Rican Writers' Pen, the Puerto Rican Writers' Pen, the Puerto Rican Writers' Pen, and the Puerto Rican Writers' Pen. The coalition's work is focused on providing resources and support for writers, and it's already making a difference. The coalition is making a difference, and it's making a difference, and it's making a difference.

City Lights

No Submission On Commission Omission

City Lights

So Much For The Outdoors Type

The original plan was to host the event in the park, but the weather didn't cooperate. Instead, we opted for a more indoor setting. The venue was a large hall, with high ceilings and large windows that let in plenty of natural light. The decorations were simple, with strings of lights and flowers adding a touch of elegance. The menu was a mix of classic dishes, including grilled steak, roasted vegetables, and a creamy mashed potato side. The guests were happy, and the event was a success.

City Lights

The last mile of the race is always the hardest. The muscles are aching, the lungs are burning, and the body is screaming for rest. But there's one thing that keeps the runners going. It's the promise of a finish line, a place of triumph and accomplishment. The finish line is the ultimate goal, and it's a symbol of what we're capable of. But the journey to get there is just as important. It's a reminder that the real victory is in the process, not just the result. So let's keep pushing, and let's keep achieving. The finish line is waiting for us.
Letters

Passed by the Board

though the new agreements in the English department will not be implemented until the fall, some changes were made to the program.

A new position was created for a full-time instructor in English, and a part-time instructor was added to assist in teaching basic writing skills. These changes were made to better meet the needs of students in the program.

The new agreements also provide for a more flexible curriculum, allowing students to choose courses that better align with their career goals.

The changes will be implemented gradually over the next few years to ensure a smooth transition for students and faculty alike.

The Lost Faculty?

Despite the many challenges faced by universities today, faculty members still play a crucial role in shaping the educational experience for students.

However, recent trends have shown a decline in the number of tenured faculty members, with more and more institutions turning to adjunct professors to fill teaching positions.

This trend is concerning, as it can lead to a lack of consistency in the curriculum and a decrease in the quality of education provided to students.

It is important for universities to address this issue and find ways to support their faculty members, both financially and emotionally, to ensure they can continue to provide the high-quality education that students deserve.

SMOKERS

Quitting smoking with HYPNOSIS

GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE

200 N. 6th St. Suite 306
San Jose 408-227-5600

Packed vs Fresh

The Battle of the Books

Who wins the literary showdown? Here's a breakdown of the key players:

The Freshmen

These newcomers to the literary world are full of energy and enthusiasm, ready to make their mark. They're eager to learn and grow, and they're not afraid to take risks.

The Pioneers

These veterans of the literary world are seasoned pros, with a wealth of experience and a deep understanding of the craft. They know what works and what doesn't, and they're not afraid to share their wisdom.

Who will come out on top? Only time will tell. But one thing is certain: the battle will be fierce!
**Straight from the Hip**

Matthew Alice

My friend says, "If you don't want to receive phone calls, turn off the ringer, because turning the phone off at the line is a bad tip." It is. If you have the phone off at the line, you can't be reached for others to place calls. Easiest of the book means one is to be called and call back. Which is right? Patient.

Sing.

The phone on the telephone company I was talking about the other day with a pleasant voice to you, probably not very friendly. But you have to understand that for people who are not in the business of answering phones, the bell is not a ringing device. It is not a device that rings up the phone immediately, unless you have no apologies for every single conversation, and perhaps even more so in an automated phone line.

When too many people have too many people on the line during the day, they are using the phone in the middle of the line to avoid the constant ringing at the other end of the line to avoid a wait. If you actually have to use the phone for a conversation, be sure that the phone company has heard the "ringing" before you pick up the line. The phone company has heard the "ringing" in the middle of the line to avoid the constant ringing at the other end of the line to avoid a wait. Remember it is the phone company, not the phone, that is at fault during the conversation. The phone company has heard the "ringing" in the middle of the line to avoid the constant ringing at the other end of the line to avoid a wait. If you have to use the phone, be sure that the phone company has heard the "ringing" before you pick up the line. The phone company has heard the "ringing" in the middle of the line to avoid the constant ringing at the other end of the line to avoid a wait. Remember it is the phone company, not the phone, that is at fault during the conversation.

Patient.

Sing.

The phone company is the one that has heard the "ringing" and the phone company is the one that has heard the "ringing" in the middle of the line to avoid the constant ringing at the other end of the line to avoid a wait. Remember it is the phone company, not the phone, that is at fault during the conversation. The phone company has heard the "ringing" in the middle of the line to avoid the constant ringing at the other end of the line to avoid a wait. Remember it is the phone company, not the phone, that is at fault during the conversation.

Patient.

Sing.

**"Look and feel good, naturally"**

MSA Surgi-Center of San Diego, Inc. introduces two safe, medically approved, long lasting procedures for improved vision and better appearance.

- **Radial Keratotomy**
  - A painless surgical procedure that gently flattens the cornea.
  - 85% chance of achieving 20/40 vision or better without glasses.
  - Procedure is completed in 20 minutes and recovery period is less than a day.
  - No more annoying glasses or contact lenses.

- **Permanent Eye Liner**
  - A safe, painless procedure with effective, long lasting results.
  - Reduced time-consuming makeup application.
  - Ideal for today's busy, successful career woman.
  - Procedure only takes 30 minutes to complete.

Both procedures performed by a fully licensed, experienced, board certified ophthalmologist.

For information or a consultation, call 619-452-0050.

MSA Surgi-Center of San Diego, Inc.

Serving the San Diego area at the same location since 1987.

5239 Kearny Villa Way, San Diego 92120

Terms available. Visa & MasterCard accepted.

---

**THE HOLIDAYS ARE BRIGHTER AT UTC**

Look to UTC for the brightest fashions and gift giving ideas from The Broadway, Nordstrom, Robinson's and Sears plus over 175 very special stores.

Take a break from holiday shopping with lunch, dinner or a quick snack from UTC's fine selection of restaurants including the International Food Pavilion.

Brighten your holiday with a movie, ice skating or a stroll along UTC's decorated walkways. Visit us every day or hear holiday music from the Living Christmas Tree choral performances December 7th, 8th, 14th & 15th at 7 pm.
O'Connor on the construction of a major way, double O'Connor can be very effective. "She will," he added, "but none of her plans will be as effective as the ones she has proposed."

The city council is considering a proposal to extend the current O'Connor tollroad by 10 miles, but some residents are concerned about the cost and impact on the environment.

The city council will hold a public hearing on the proposal next week. Residents are encouraged to attend and provide their input.

---

**Ad:**

**SPORT CHALET**

**SPORTS GOODS CENTERS**

**SKI SALES**

**NORDICA**

- '320 Ladies Ski Boot: $84.99
- '304 Ladies Ski Boot: $104.99

**K2**

- '612 Ski: $199.99
- '712 Ski: $209.99
- '812 Ski: $239.99

**TYROLIA**

- '900 Bindings: $129.99
- '900 Bindings: $129.99
- '900 Bindings: $102.99

**SALOMON**

- '647 Binds: $89.99

**SPORT CHALET**

**SPORTS GOODS CENTERS**

---

**Ad:**

**YUKON**

- '320 Ladies Ski Boot: $84.99
- '304 Ladies Ski Boot: $104.99

**K2**

- '612 Ski: $199.99
- '712 Ski: $209.99
- '812 Ski: $239.99

**TYROLIA**

- '900 Bindings: $129.99
- '900 Bindings: $129.99
- '900 Bindings: $102.99

**SALOMON**

- '647 Binds: $89.99

---

**Ad:**

**SPORT CHALET**

**SPORTS GOODS CENTERS**

---

**The World’s Finest Hardcrafted Inlaid Music Boxes**

**A Perfect Gift for Any Occasion, Come and See our Collection. We Have the Largest Selection in Southern California.**

**NATIVE AMERICAN**

- 653 W. Alhambra Blvd.
- 223-4232

**ADAMS POSTER STORE**

**8 December 1981**
Big Hike

It's an obviously whimsical idea if you think about it, but there should be a trail 2007 miles long (the size of the border it's longer than anyone can imagine, although none, route nature could parallel between Mexico and Canada. Such a trail can contribute nothing to commerce; it does not even exist. Rather than being a short cut, it is the longest pedestrian trail in the world, more than 9,000 miles long. The idea of a trek along the entire length of the border was a rough idea in 1978, when the idea was first proposed. It was not easy to imagine how such a trail could be constructed, and yet today, the trail is taking shape. It has been recognized by the United Nations and by the government, and it is expected to be completed by the year 2020. The trail will be a major tourist attraction, allowing hikers to explore the natural beauty and cultural diversity of the border region.
A Diamond Just For You

Wholesale Jewelers

IT PAYS TO SHOP FOR AUTO INSURANCE

Call us today for a free personal rate quotation.

435-1801
Criterion Insurers Companies

BODY HEALTH CENTER

FORTUNE MEDICINE

749-9001

435-1801
Criterion Insurers Companies

INFORMATION NETWORK OF SAN DIEGO

A Free Consumer Service:

Instant Information on San Diego's Finest Businesses and Services.
Listed by Subject, Specialty and Location.

Friendly operators guide you to the door.

Our toll-free #1-800-U-CALL-IN is now available to residents as well as
over 1 million expected tourists and convention delegates
through association with the San Diego Visitors and
Convention Bureau.

Christmas Savings

AT MICRO HELP

PHOTOSHOP

IBM PC Jr. Enhanced Model

128K RAM

IBM Graphics

Printer 5199

Stocking Stuffers

- VENUS $100/250 4.5"
- Dektol $17.25/pk
- Kodak Portra 400 120 soft

Panasonic

EXP 1500 Del Mar 5290

Daisy Wheel Printers

EXP 600—$299

EXP 700—$499

EXP 3151 Daisy Wheel $499

Letter quality - Serial printer price slightly higher

SILVER-REED

SUPER-REED AMERICA

EXP 1500 Del Mar 5290

Daisy Wheel Printers

EXP 600—$299

EXP 700—$499

EXP 3151 Daisy Wheel $499

Letter quality - Serial printer price slightly higher

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP 110 Portable

- 228A RAM

- 63 monotoke

- 428 monitor

- 2400 baud

- Memoprinter

- Hand printer

- Price: $299

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP 12C Financial Calculator

- Amortization

- Cash flow

- Bond pricing

- Date arithmetic

- Time value of money

- Price $499

MICRO HELP INC.

Authorized Dealer & Service Center for
IBM, Burroughs, HP, Leading Edge

8237 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92123
619-583-8350

8237 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92123
619-583-8350

Authorized Dealer & Service Center for
IBM, Burroughs, HP, Leading Edge

8237 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92123
619-583-8350

Authorized Dealer & Service Center for
IBM, Burroughs, HP, Leading Edge

8237 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92123
619-583-8350

Authorized Dealer & Service Center for
IBM, Burroughs, HP, Leading Edge

8237 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92123
619-583-8350
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system analysis from La Jolla named Bob Langdon. He describes himself as somebody "born too late to help build the great outdoors in this country." He worked one season ten years ago as a trailworker at the Minarete section of the Sierra National Forest west of Mammoth, and now quits trailbuilding out of his system altogether. "When you work at an office all work I do," he explains in his patient, methodical way, "you go home at the end of the week and you're yourself. It's difficult to get that feeling out of your bones." For a while he quit trying on a trail all weekend, you just stop to yourself, "Well, I just got stuck doing the same thing all weekend." In the last ten years Langdon figures he's led at least 500 miles further up the trail, all of it in San Diego County, on various portions of the PCT. One year he kept a record of the time and found he had put in more than 175 hours of voluntary trail work. After that, he retired.

Langdon works almost entirely with the Sierra Club, simply because they are almost the only people who will show up and do a day's work without pay. "I can talk to some conservation groups. I have to tell 20 groups out there Saturday. If I tell 40 people if four or five of them, I get 15 people out there. Langdon says, "But the Sierra Club, I can say to them, bring in 20 people, and I'll get 15 more of them there. The Sierra Club workers are always out there." 

When in the pouch of an environment, sometimes the ultimate perk is not as much part of a trail maintenance.

People like Langdon are a trip on the budget computers of Big Sur Trail. They're sort of the opposite of a do-gooder. Who ever thought people would go out to work on the PCT just because they believed in it? All the people spend money on weekends, assembling AKs instead just for the fun of it, to give people a chance to work on the side of the space shuttle. How do you account for people who volunteer their hands and their backs in a government project for no reason other than they live there and are willing to work to make it become a reality? Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.

They go through with chants of "we can and we will" and cut the brush on the side of the dirt and four feet on the downed side. The brush is just cut along out of the root. Some of the more physically fit people prefer the trail work. Back-breaking, hand-burning work, but that's the way you do the job right. "I've seen people who can cut through root at ground level but didn't dig the root out," Langdon says, "People usually take the roots in and don't dig out the stumps everywhere." Langdon says, "I have a group in the orchard that spends their week-end training on digging McInroy—leaves very good—cutting into the ground the last half. Rather than simply the tree slabs and dig, I can dig a square root to the ground level and about a foot and a half across the root and that about a quarter of an inch to the root. But it's a lot of hard work and we have to work for a day or so.

"We often come through swing-way McInroy—a heavy-duty conifer because and how—cutting into the ground the last half and then doing the root and the tree. The way we marked it out, the crown on the tree and walk with a certain foot or two inches off a tree. The forest service has established trail specifications for the PCT. People don't have a lot of trees, but a few trees is all that we have to work to make it become a reality. Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.

They go through with chants of "we can and we will" and cut the brush on the side of the dirt and four feet on the downed side. The brush is just cut along out of the root. Some of the more physically fit people prefer the trail work. Back-breaking, hand-burning work, but that's the way you do the job right. "I've seen people who can cut through root at ground level but didn't dig the root out," Langdon says, "People usually take the roots in and don't dig out the stumps everywhere." Langdon says, "I have a group in the orchard that spends their week-end training on digging McInroy—leaves very good—cutting into the ground the last half and then doing the root and the tree. The way we marked it out, the crown on the tree and walk with a certain foot or two inches off a tree. The forest service has established trail specifications for the PCT. People don't have a lot of trees, but a few trees is all that we have to work to make it become a reality. Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.

They go through with chants of "we can and we will" and cut the brush on the side of the dirt and four feet on the downed side. The brush is just cut along out of the root. Some of the more physically fit people prefer the trail work. Back-breaking, hand-burning work, but that's the way you do the job right. "I've seen people who can cut through root at ground level but didn't dig the root out," Langdon says, "People usually take the roots in and don't dig out the stumps everywhere." Langdon says, "I have a group in the orchard that spends their week-end training on digging McInroy—leaves very good—cutting into the ground the last half and then doing the root and the tree. The way we marked it out, the crown on the tree and walk with a certain foot or two inches off a tree. The forest service has established trail specifications for the PCT. People don't have a lot of trees, but a few trees is all that we have to work to make it become a reality. Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.

They go through with chants of "we can and we will" and cut the brush on the side of the dirt and four feet on the downed side. The brush is just cut along out of the root. Some of the more physically fit people prefer the trail work. Back-breaking, hand-burning work, but that's the way you do the job right. "I've seen people who can cut through root at ground level but didn't dig the root out," Langdon says, "People usually take the roots in and don't dig out the stumps everywhere." Langdon says, "I have a group in the orchard that spends their week-end training on digging McInroy—leaves very good—cutting into the ground the last half and then doing the root and the tree. The way we marked it out, the crown on the tree and walk with a certain foot or two inches off a tree. The forest service has established trail specifications for the PCT. People don't have a lot of trees, but a few trees is all that we have to work to make it become a reality. Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.

They go through with chants of "we can and we will" and cut the brush on the side of the dirt and four feet on the downed side. The brush is just cut along out of the root. Some of the more physically fit people prefer the trail work. Back-breaking, hand-burning work, but that's the way you do the job right. "I've seen people who can cut through root at ground level but didn't dig the root out," Langdon says, "People usually take the roots in and don't dig out the stumps everywhere." Langdon says, "I have a group in the orchard that spends their week-end training on digging McInroy—leaves very good—cutting into the ground the last half and then doing the root and the tree. The way we marked it out, the crown on the tree and walk with a certain foot or two inches off a tree. The forest service has established trail specifications for the PCT. People don't have a lot of trees, but a few trees is all that we have to work to make it become a reality. Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.

They go through with chants of "we can and we will" and cut the brush on the side of the dirt and four feet on the downed side. The brush is just cut along out of the root. Some of the more physically fit people prefer the trail work. Back-breaking, hand-burning work, but that's the way you do the job right. "I've seen people who can cut through root at ground level but didn't dig the root out," Langdon says, "People usually take the roots in and don't dig out the stumps everywhere." Langdon says, "I have a group in the orchard that spends their week-end training on digging McInroy—leaves very good—cutting into the ground the last half and then doing the root and the tree. The way we marked it out, the crown on the tree and walk with a certain foot or two inches off a tree. The forest service has established trail specifications for the PCT. People don't have a lot of trees, but a few trees is all that we have to work to make it become a reality. Langdon and his Pacific Crest Trail Foundation meet on the third Sunday of every month during the prime season—November through April. Usually somebody from the forest service has already flagged a route through the brush on the section of trail they're going to work. And the other, puttering along, a couple of people, others are walking miles to the trailhead to go on a few hours about the trail and the basics of trail construction. Then they get to work.
The last step in completing the trail is to place signs marking the trail at road crossings and junctions with other trails. This is done with the PCT symbol — a green pine tree with a blue moon — in the background. "They have a life expectancy of about 20 years," Langfors says. "That's why you don't see so many of them on the trail." In the last five years, as the signs have disappeared, they have been replaced with clear-cut new ones with the PCT symbol imprinted on them. Most people will think twice before they trip up a six-foot post and carry it off for a souvenir, but not Langfors. "They are trouble with the fire personnel," he says. "When they see a sign, they go to the point, take their equipment and identify them to both sides of the border." Langfors says that Lake Mary is the best spot along the PCT for camping. "You can pitch a tent under the pines," he says. "Lake Mary is a great spot for camping."
Big Hike

(Furnished from page 90)

Sierra, just off the PCT, tells a story about the time a trail runner came to him and asked how much he would charge to pack his tent down from the top of a mountain. "I don't know," the cowboy said, "how much do you want?" "Twenty dollars," the runner replied. "Then I'll make it twenty dollars," the cowboy said. "And there's the money in advance." After the man paid him, the cowboy packed an extra tent into the backcountry, cut the cord with a pair of shears, and packed them back out. The controversy over trail fees on the PCT (and all forest service trails) is a matter that has gotten more complicated in the past few years with the popularity of mountain biking. When Congress wrote the National Forests and Trails Act, mountain bicyclists were not included on the list of permitted use. They are not under the supervision of the Forest Service, and the PCT is not part of the National Wilderness System. However, the PCT is in the National Park and Wilderness areas, and the wildfire regulations say that "all activities are prohibited in wilderness areas, except those necessary for the safety of persons or animals, for scientific research, or for the maintenance of trails." In the National Park and Wilderness areas, however, the wildfire regulations say that "all activities are prohibited in wilderness areas, except those necessary for the safety of persons or animals, for scientific research, or for the maintenance of trails."
Big Hike

Oxville Cunningham, owner of the 9000-acre San Felipe Ranch in the historic city of Banner Grade near Tulare, was recently the property owner and developer who turned the old Shell Oil camp into a private community. His temple route crossed the area in such a way that the traffic was not too heavy. The traffic was light, but there was some vehicle traffic. "The way they had it at Shell, they'd be on the road all day," said Cunningham. "This was not the Shell Oil company, nor did I have any business bringing in air conditioners, mattresses, or anything that had been in the Shell Oil camp. But I did spend a lot of money in the past on roads." Cunningham had been able to get a green belt on one side of the PCT against the outer fringes of his farm where there were no fences and no gates in the way. He had satisfied the Department, "It worked out well the way I wanted," he added. "They agreed to keep the gate open at least three days. But I usually keep them longer." Looking at the gates open he said, "We don't want to be the one to close the gate again or the other employees like to keep them open. We have a good plan where we can ride and walk and have the gate open.

The Trial

F

PCT from the San Felipe Ranch, the trail essentially follows Route 3-12 — another dirt trail without markings — before entering the old Warner's Ranch in Valle de San Juan. The next two miles of trail were part of the old California Riding and Hiking Trail before becoming part of the PCT, and are an exceptionally beautiful stretch of trail. With some open grasslands dotted with many cows and big green trees, the dark leaves look more like green, it seems more like you are coming out of the early California Territory. Cunningham is a good man, great people — few waiters, etc.
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Lester Recollected in Tranquility

by Richard Mortiz

0

November 30, 1987

Lester Bogen, who died on November 29, 1987, was one of the most prolific and best-known American photographers of his generation. He was known for his documentary photographs of American life, and his work was widely exhibited in galleries and museums around the world. He was also a prolific writer and teacher, and his influence on photography continues to be felt today.

Lester Bogen was born on May 12, 1920, in New York City. He attended the Art Students League and the New School for Social Research, where he studied with the photographer Edward Steichen. In 1942, he joined the 10th Mountain Division, a ski patrol that was part of the American armed forces during World War II. After the war, he returned to photography, and in 1947, he published his first book, "The American Dream," which became a bestseller.

Bogen's photographs were characterized by their sharp focus and clarity, and his use of black and white film. He was known for his ability to capture the essence of a moment, and his work was often published in magazines such as Life and Look. In 1964, he published "The American Woman," which was a collection of photographs of women in their homes, and which was widely praised for its sensitivity and insight.

Lester Bogen is survived by his wife, Lila, and their daughters, Jane and Susan. A memorial service will be held on December 12, 1987, at 2:00 p.m. in the chapel of the New School for Social Research.

Richard Mortiz

December 1, 1987

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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Half and Half

JONATHAN GAVILLE

Addiction, adultery? What would mean marriage - or the modern divorce - to without it? It is the space of work,
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Smooth, Soft, and Sweet

ELEANOR WINTER

Since we live in an age of potatoes, it's not surprising that even the casual connoisseur is giving it to the least gourmet motor oil for French fries. How about some cues for finding the perfect potato, and some tips on how to turn it into a delicious dish?

To start, consider the potato's versatility. It can be served in a wide array of dishes, from simple炒 to elaborate soups and stews. One of the most popular ways to enjoy potatoes is in the form of a potato salad. This dish is not only easy to make, but also very versatile. You can add a variety of ingredients to the potato salad, such as celery, onion, and mayonnaise, to create a dish that's perfect for a summer picnic or a family dinner.

Another idea is to try a potato soup. This dish is similar to a potato salad, but it's cooked instead of being raw. The soup is made by boiling potatoes and other ingredients in stock or water, and then blending the mixture until it's smooth. This dish is perfect for a cold winter day, as it's warm and comforting.

Finally, consider the potato as an ingredient in a meal. For example, you could try making a potato and cheese casserole. This dish is similar to a potato and cheese casserole, but it's made with a variety of ingredients, such as onions, garlic, and herbs. The casserole is topped with a crispy layer of breadcrumbs, and then baked until it's golden brown. This dish is perfect for a dinner party, as it's elegant and delicious.

In conclusion, potatoes are a versatile ingredient that can be used in a variety of dishes. Whether you're looking for a simple potato salad or a more elaborate dinner, there's a potato dish out there for you.
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John D. Agerstino

It was a weatherless winter day in 1963, and the few people who had gathered at the stage in Mobile, Alabama. The stage was a small aluminum frame with a wooden floor. The lighting was dim, and the audience was a mix of everyone from middle-aged to teenagers. The band was led by a man named Tommy James, and he was the lead singer and guitarist. He was accompanied by two other musicians on rhythm guitar and drums, and they played a mix of R&B, rock and roll, and country music. The audience was dancing, singing along, and enjoying the music. The stage lights flickered, and the band played on.
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1200 LIVING CHRISTMAS TREES

STAR PINE 1-2 FT $4.50
ALBERTA SPRUCE 1-2 FT $5.50
STAR PINE 3 FT $12.00
* Grows indoors for 10 years *
MONTEREY PINE 3-4 FT $13.50
ALEPPO PINE 4-5 FT $18.50

CHRISTMAS PARKING LOT SALE!!

DECEMBER 6TH TO DECEMBER 13TH

RATTAN FURNITURE

LOVESEAT - TRUNK COMBINED
Reg. $285.00 or more anywhere else
$158.00

PICNIC BASKETS
A. Reg. $30.00 - $15.00
B. Reg. $20.00 - $10.00
C. Reg. $10.00 - $7.50

BARREL TABLE WITH GLASS TOP
Reg. $375.00 or more anywhere else
$325.00

BARREL CHAIR
39" Tall
Reg. $285.00
$15.00

Section 2

Yuletide On The Prado

Christmas lights and carols will echo throughout the Prado lobby as the Museum hosts its annual Festival of Trees. Over 400 trees, including a special display of trees by local artists, will be on display throughout the Museum. The event will feature a variety of activities, including carriage rides, live music, and a holiday market. Free admission to the Festival of Trees will be offered to all visitors.

Body Statement

Festive decorations and holiday music will fill the air as guests enjoy the Festive of Trees. The Museum's interior will be transformed into a winter wonderland, complete with snow footage and a life-sized Santa Claus. Visitors can also explore the Museum's permanent collections, which feature a variety of historical artifacts and cultural treasures. This year's Festival of Trees promises to be the most memorable yet, with something for everyone to enjoy.

The Jew & The Old West

The story of how Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon Church, and his followers came to America is explored in this captivating exhibition. The exhibit features a range of artifacts, including manuscripts, photographs, and other cultural artifacts, that provide insight into the history and culture of the Mormon Church. Visitors can learn about the faith's origins, its growth and development, and its impact on American society. The exhibit also includes a multimedia presentation that brings the story to life.

Free admission to the Festival of Trees will be offered to all visitors.
READER'S GUIDE

Lectures

Habitat Legends from the Americas: A History of the Threatened Habitats of South America - Thursday, December 13, 7 p.m. - UCSD Biological Sciences Bldg, Lecture Hall B, UCSD. (714) 534-3020.

Career Ambassador Alfred J. Murphy, Jr., will speak on "American Indian Art: An Introduction to American Indian Art" - Thursday, December 13, 7:30 p.m. - USD Haas Hall, 4425 Alcala Street, San Diego, CA 92108. (619) 260-3989.

Music

The Metropolitan Opera of New York will perform in Town Hall, San Diego - Thursday, December 13, 7:30 p.m. - Town Hall, 930 El Cajon Blvd, San Diego, CA 92101. (619) 235-0900.

The San Diego Symphony, under the direction of Dr. Michael Altenbaugh, will present "The Nutcracker" - Thursday, December 13, 8 p.m. - Civic Theatre, 1501 F St, San Diego, CA 92101. (800) 982-7622.

Radio/TV

Radio/TV programs can be found on page A20.

Sports

Plan your Holiday Party on San Diego Bay

The San Diego Museum of Art will host its annual fundraising event - Friday, December 14, 6 p.m. - San Diego Museum of Art, 1425 El Prado, San Diego, CA 92101. (619) 232-4537.

Stained Glass Classes

Be sure to attend the Stained Glass Classes - Saturday, December 15, 10 a.m. - San Diego Art Association, 847 F St, San Diego, CA 92101. (619) 232-5491.

The Nutcracker" at the San Diego Civic Theatre - Thursday, December 13, 8 p.m. - Civic Theatre, 1501 F St, San Diego, CA 92101. (800) 982-7622.

To Local Events

Christmas Ball, the 78th annual event - Saturday, December 15, 8 p.m. - Del Mar Fairgrounds, 2031 Del Mar Fairgrounds Dr, San Diego, CA 92037. (858) 363-4000.

Sports

The San Diego Padres, under the direction of Tony Gwynn, will play against the Los Angeles Dodgers - Thursday, December 13, 8 p.m. - Jack Murphy Stadium, 938 Park Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92101. (800) 742-4283.

Local Events

The San Diego Symphony will perform "The Nutcracker" - Thursday, December 13, 8 p.m. - Civic Theatre, 1501 F St, San Diego, CA 92101. (800) 982-7622.

Christmas Ball, the 78th annual event - Saturday, December 15, 8 p.m. - Del Mar Fairgrounds, 2031 Del Mar Fairgrounds Dr, San Diego, CA 92037. (858) 363-4000.

Special

The San Diego Symphony will perform "The Nutcracker" - Thursday, December 13, 8 p.m. - Civic Theatre, 1501 F St, San Diego, CA 92101. (800) 982-7622.

Christmas Ball, the 78th annual event - Saturday, December 15, 8 p.m. - Del Mar Fairgrounds, 2031 Del Mar Fairgrounds Dr, San Diego, CA 92037. (858) 363-4000.

Sports

The San Diego Padres, under the direction of Tony Gwynn, will play against the Los Angeles Dodgers - Thursday, December 13, 8 p.m. - Jack Murphy Stadium, 938 Park Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92101. (800) 742-4283.

Christmas Ball, the 78th annual event - Saturday, December 15, 8 p.m. - Del Mar Fairgrounds, 2031 Del Mar Fairgrounds Dr, San Diego, CA 92037. (858) 363-4000.
For Kids

"The Nutcracker," presented by the San Diego Civic Ballet, is shown at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on December 23 at the Balboa Park. Also, the 10th annual "Jingle Bell" Christmas concert is held at the University of California, San Diego, at 7 p.m. on December 15. For more information, call 531-1120.

Theater

"Carousel," presented by the San Diego Civic Theater, is shown at 8 p.m. on December 2 and 10 p.m. on December 3. Also, "The Sound of Music," presented by the San Diego Civic Theater, is shown at 8 p.m. on December 1-3 and 11 p.m. on December 4. For more information, call 531-1120.

Dance

The San Diego City Ballet presents "The Nutcracker" at 8 p.m. on December 2 and 10 p.m. on December 3. For more information, call 531-1120.

To Local Events

The year you’ll always remember. The way you’d want to remember it.

---

If you want to be successful, study success

Harvey Macleod, an internationally known business coach, will be the keynote speaker at a seminar on December 10. The seminar will cover the principles of success in business and will be held at thebalboa Hotel. For more information, call 531-1120.

---

TRIVIAL PURSUIT TOURNAMENT

Every Tuesday & Thursday
Harvey House Piano
Appetizers $4-per-plate until 7 p.m.
Call 531-1120 for information
Admission $15 per person or $40 per Gala Dance Party

---

ENRICH YOUR WEEK WITH GREAT MUSIC

BOGNER SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26
8:30 P.M.
20TH CENTURY CENTER, SAN DIEGO

---

THE NATIONAL BALLET COMPANY OF SAN DIEGO PRESENTS

FEAST OF LIGHTS

The Lights and Music of Christmas

MESSIAH

90-voice Westminster Choir and Orchestra
Sunday, December 9 8 p.m.
The Theatre at the 2nd Street Theatre, 2nd Street and Broadway. For reservations, call 531-1120.

---

THE WIZ

THE NATIONAL BALLET COMPANY OF SAN DIEGO PRESENTS

Feast of Lights: The Lights and Music of Christmas

MESSIAH

90-voice Westminster Choir and Orchestra
Sunday, December 9 8 p.m.
The Theatre at the 2nd Street Theatre, 2nd Street and Broadway. For reservations, call 531-1120.

---

JAZZ UNLIMITED DANCE COMPANY

---

NAPA UNLIMITED DANCE COMPANY

---

NAPA UNLIMITED DANCE COMPANY

---

NAPA UNLIMITED DANCE COMPANY
READER'S GUIDE TO LOCAL EVENTS

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1988
• 4 P.M. WINTERFEST 1988: MUSIC FESTIVAL AT THE SAN DIEGO CIVIC THEATER. SANTA CLAUS PARADE, PREMIER OF "DAY AFTER CHRISTMAS," AND MUSIC IN THE ATRIUM. FREE ADMISSION. 

SUN.-TUE., DECEMBER 12-14: 8 P.M. "SILENT NIGHT," A CHRISTMAS DANCE ПОДДЕРЖИТЕСЬ СТУДИЮ

THEATER DIRECTORY

University Research Lecture

**Maurice Friedman**

Professor of Religious Studies, Philosophy, and Comparative Literature at San Diego State University

"Restoring Relational Trust: The Challenge of the Third Millennium"

Thursday, December 14, 4 p.m. Joan and Irwin Jacobs Pavilion at the San Diego Museum of Art

SUN.-TUE., DECEMBER 12-14: 8 P.M. "SILENT NIGHT," A CHRISTMAS DANCE
THE BOWERY THEATRE PRESENTS NIGHTINGALE
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN'S fairy tale adapted by JOHN URBQHALT & RITA GROSSBERG
A PLAY FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY*

December 1-Thru 23
CATHOLIC THEATRE

*Tickets $5.00 adult, $3.00 child (age 10-18), $2.00 child (under 10).

December 15-24
Tuesday-Friday 7pm, Saturday-Sunday 7 & 9pm
$5, $6 & $7* Group rates available
480 Elsin St. (at 7th) 232-8088

*Unless otherwise indicated all other events, performances, and shows

THE FASTEST GROWING CAREER IN HEALTH

If her dream is to dance

She has a training for

Free lessons from

HAMMOND STUDIO OF DANCE
625 San Diego (behind Handsome)
451-837, 456-1472, 738-2992
Ballet * Tap * Jazz * Children through adults
Gift certificates available

THE UNIVERSITY of California at San Diego
Medical Sciences Division

December 4, 1964
Music consultant is by, John P. O'Conner. Photo work and interview and photographs by Reader Music Scene 95 Box 8090, San Diego, 92110.

The songs of Left's hmul's 'High Life' was written with the help of the band's manager, Jim Perlman. Much of the music is for and by Left's six-piece band, which has been playing in various clubs and on the road for the past year. The band's latest release, 'High Life,' was recorded in LA and produced by Left's. The album contains new songs and older material that has been reworked and updated.

The album's title track, 'High Life,' is a commentary on the highs and lows of life. The song features Left's vocal range and his ability to convey emotion through his music. The album also includes a cover of The Beatles' 'Help!' which was recorded during the band's time in London.

The album's release party is scheduled for next week, and Left's and his band will be performing at the Club 57 in downtown San Diego. There will be a special guest appearance by a local poet who will be reading their work during the show.

Left's is excited about the album's release and the opportunity to share their music with new audiences. They are grateful for the support they have received from fans and friends who have been following their journey and are excited to see what the future holds for Left's and their music.
**WEDNESDAY, DEC. 30**

**Casey Jones'**

THURSDAY, JANUARY 6

**Danny's**

**Friday, January 7**

**MAKING THE GRADE**

**Saturday, January 8**

**ARMY OF LOVE**

**Sunday, January 9**

**LAWNS OF MOTION**

**MONDAY, JANUARY 10**

**GREENHOUSE**

Live Music is Alive at Lehr's

TONIGHT

Saturday, December 31

9-3 AM 1978 NIGHT

TICKETS NOW ONLY $1.77

**NEW YEARS EVE SHOW**

Monday, January 2

**MEDICINE DANCE**

**TUESDAY, JANUARY 3**

**TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY**

**SPORTS VIDEO NIGHT**

**CLARKMONT**

**CLARKMONT**

**CHULA VISTA**

**ENCANTO**

**CARRIAGA**
**CURRENT MOVIES**

**Snow shoes**

That's what some people call Birkenstock sandals. Big, happy, happy-looking. But to those of us who've been to the Arctic, the Birkenstock is the big, happy, happy-looking place. Because they keep you warm, you feel cool, cold and cold. Because they're lightweight and flexible, giving you proper support that improves your posture and lets your walk healthier, more naturally. Birchwood. They cost only 39.99 and come with a plug from $27 to $34. You're gone without them long enough.

**IPSB**

The Institute of Psycho-Structural Balancing

**Winter Intensive Starts December 27**

**Birkenstock of La Jolla**

1111 Prospect 634-2377

Natural shoes and sandals

**Holiday Sale 15% OFF anything in the store**

**GIFT IDEA $155**

**Snow shoes**

That's what some people call Birkenstock sandals. Big, happy, happy-looking. But to those of us who've been to the Arctic, the Birkenstock is the big, happy, happy-looking place. Because they keep you warm, you feel cool, cold and cold. Because they're lightweight and flexible, giving you proper support that improves your posture and lets your walk healthier, more naturally. Birchwood. They cost only 39.99 and come with a plug from $27 to $34. You're gone without them long enough.
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**Birkenstock of La Jolla**

1111 Prospect 634-2377

Natural shoes and sandals

**Holiday Sale 15% OFF anything in the store**

**GIFT IDEA $155**

**Snow shoes**

That's what some people call Birkenstock sandals. Big, happy, happy-looking. But to those of us who've been to the Arctic, the Birkenstock is the big, happy, happy-looking place. Because they keep you warm, you feel cool, cold and cold. Because they're lightweight and flexible, giving you proper support that improves your posture and lets your walk healthier, more naturally. Birchwood. They cost only 39.99 and come with a plug from $27 to $34. You're gone without them long enough.

**IPSB**

The Institute of Psycho-Structural Balancing

**Winter Intensive Starts December 27**

**Birkenstock of La Jolla**

1111 Prospect 634-2377

Natural shoes and sandals

**Holiday Sale 15% OFF anything in the store**

**GIFT IDEA $155**

**Snow shoes**

That's what some people call Birkenstock sandals. Big, happy, happy-looking. But to those of us who've been to the Arctic, the Birkenstock is the big, happy, happy-looking place. Because they keep you warm, you feel cool, cold and cold. Because they're lightweight and flexible, giving you proper support that improves your posture and lets your walk healthier, more naturally. Birchwood. They cost only 39.99 and come with a plug from $27 to $34. You're gone without them long enough.
TAKING THE BITE OUT OF CHRISTMAS SHOPPING WITH MARK THE SHARK STEREO

Mini Stereo System
JBL 4185, with 4-1/2" woofers
and dual cassette player
Includes system and speakers
$179.95

40-Channel CB
Motorola C10 with Mic and
accessories
$49.95

120-Watt Equalizer
JBL V-2000, with 4-1/2" woofers
and dual cassette player
$199.95

780 Ct. Cordless Telephone
Panasonic 780 with long range
and answering machine
$199.95

Watch Sale
12" analog or digital watch
Set of 12 for $200

Remote Control TV/DVD Player
Sanyo Pioneer with remote
$299.95

Printable 700 SL
Sony Hi-Fi, with remote
$59.95

61" Coastal Speakers
New $199.95 each
Now $99.95 each

Cassette Car Stereo
Sanyo 400, with AM/FM and
cassette player
$129.95

Jogging Style Cassette Player
Sanyo 200, with AM/FM and
cassette player
$169.95

Brenwood Mic-a-thon Jogging Style AM/FM stereo
New $199.95 each
Now $99.95 each

Ultra Light Stereo Headphones
Over-ear with soft cups
New $129.95 each
Now $89.95 each

Motorized Piano Auto Playboard
Sanyo 600, with 4-1/2" woofers
$119.95

Piano Style Radio
Sanyo 600, with 4-1/2" woofers
$99.95

Dead Cassette
Old Sanyo 400, with
1.5" tape player
New $199.95 each
Now $99.95 each

RCA Stereo
Sanyo 600, with 4-1/2" woofers
$119.95

Digital Display AM/FM Cassette
Sanyo 600, with 4-1/2" woofers
$129.95

Tuna Touch Timer
Sanyo 600, with 4-1/2" woofers
$129.95

5" Black & White TV with Stereo
Sanyo 600, with 4-1/2" woofers
$199.95

Every component you need to
set up a complete stereo system
$199.95

INDEX
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How to Place Your Free Classifieds

BUSINESS CLASSIFIEDS
(503) 262-8524

FREE CLASSIFIEDS: All of the items in this section are free. Place your advertisement in the Classified section, specify condition.

RESTAURANTS

A FRESH APPROACH TO MEXICAN CUISINE

**Panchos Wellingtons**
Cafe & Bar & Grill

**DESSERTS**

- Flan
- Cream Cheese

**APPETIZERS**

- Guacamole
- Corn Chips

**MEALS**

- Burrito
- Carnitas
- Enchilada
- Tacos
- Fajitas

1025 Prospect St.—Prospect Square 459-0538
Valued underground parking

**Daily Specials**

- Tijuana Special
- Chimichanga Special

**RECOMMENDED HOURS**

- Monday to Friday: 11:00 am to 10:00 pm
- Saturday to Sunday: 11:00 am to 10:00 pm
RESTAURANTS

$1.00 off our Ham & Cheese Deluxe

Christmas Season
Super Saver Dinner Specials

Have you really tried Mexican food?

Traditional Food of Mexico

FREE DINNER
Buy one specialty dinner, get the second free
Includes: main course, side, roll, and drink. Check price with us for more details.

Homemade Food from Afghanistan
for the first time in San Diego
$1.00 off lunch or $2.00 off dinner

Restaurants

Buffalo Wings
Grand Opening

Saturday Night Prime Rib Special
Outdoor seating available (weather permitting)

TWO COMPLETE DINNERS
including a bottle of wine

Delicatessen Party Platters

ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD BUFFET
A beautiful harvest from the sea: Halibut, shrimp, red snapper, poached salmon, scallops, plus one more, large

Live Maine Lobster
A must for all true seafood lovers
Includes our garden fresh salad bar and homemade lobster clam chowder
Complimentary glass of select California wine

$16.95

Call or come in and try an old idea in party platters.
D.Z. Akin's Real Celebration-Style Platters
6330 Alameda Road 562-6518

FREE DINNER
Buy one specialty dinner, get the second free
Includes: main course, side, roll, and drink. Check price with us for more details.

Homemade Food from Afghanistan
for the first time in San Diego
$1.00 off lunch or $2.00 off dinner

Restaurants

Buffalo Wings
Grand Opening

Saturday Night Prime Rib Special
Outdoor seating available (weather permitting)

TWO COMPLETE DINNERS
including a bottle of wine

Delicatessen Party Platters

ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD BUFFET
A beautiful harvest from the sea: Halibut, shrimp, red snapper, poached salmon, scallops, plus one more, large

Live Maine Lobster
A must for all true seafood lovers
Includes our garden fresh salad bar and homemade lobster clam chowder
Complimentary glass of select California wine

$16.95

Call or come in and try an old idea in party platters.
D.Z. Akin's Real Celebration-Style Platters
6330 Alameda Road 562-6518

*Check price with us for more details.

Buffalo Wings

Grand Opening

Be sure to witness the
First Annual Buffalo Wing Eating Contest
Saturday, December 8 at 3:00 pm
S.B.S.U. tailgates and parties will face off for cash and chicken prizes

SNACK PAK
5 pieces of Buffalo Chicken Wings, Buffalo Chicken, 16 oz. Cole
$1.95

SINGLE ORDER
10 pieces of Buffalo Chicken Wings, Buffalo Chicken, 16 oz. Cole
$3.25

Free delivery for orders over $25. Max delivery radius 7 miles. 6:00 pm to midnight Monday-Saturday: 11:30 am to 10:00 pm Sunday
287-3200
6330 Alameda Road (La Jolla)
**RESTAURANTS**

---

---

**Mexican Brunch Buffet**

*Came Asada, Shrimp Enchiladas, Carnitas or Crab Enchiladas*

Served with rice & beans, soup or salad

Any two dinners

$9.95

*Half Off Lunch or Dinner*

For a limited time only. Paseo La Vista is offering a deal you can’t refuse. Purchase one regular menu item and receive the second item at half price or less. All drinks include a healthy portion of a hot or cold beverage. Entrees are marinated and bread is better.

*Offer valid only with this coupon: limit one per customer.*

*Takeout orders only*

Food collective coupons

**CATERER’S KITCHEN**

From our kitchen to yours—for 1 or more:

- Soups, salads, sandwiches, bread, produce, cheese, meat, desserts, chocolate, gourmet items and much, much more.

Special $1.00 off

.homemade entrees $2.50 & $2.79

any special sandwich

**Now Open in La Mesa**

**KAPPO**

Gourmet French Dining and Sushi Bar

*Holiday Special* Your choice of

- Sammis Asada
- Shrimp Enchiladas
- Carnitas or
- Crab Enchiladas

Served with rice & beans, soup or salad

Any two dinners

$9.95

*Offer valid on food to go*

*Takeout orders only*

**GOVINDA’S**

-A truly great restaurant?—Govinda’s. of course.

An unlimited $3.99 buffet feast...

All natural.

---
**RESTAURANTS**

**Grand & Georgian Lunch Special**

**Mini Gyro Sandwich Greek Salad & Beverage $2.99**

After this ad, it's over.

Notices

**BUN NATALE E CAPO D’ANNO 1985**

**$3.00 OFF LARGE VEGETARIAN PIZZA OR LARGE SPECIAL PIZZA**

**TWO DINNER FOR THE PRICE OF ONE - 47.95**

tiny's and terrys

**Sundin’s**

**Sauce Hippos**

3655 Fifth Avenue 299-4080

Open daily, 7 p.m.

**Special N.Y. Steak & Live Maine Lobster**

**$14.95**

**Sundin’s**

**Early Bird Specials**

**$1.00 OFF ANY PIZZA**

**Free Delivery**

**226-7473**

**For Two, $10.95**

**Including soup or salad & garlic toast**

**Vegetarian-style also available**

**Specials good with ad through 12/13/84**

**and not good on take-out orders**

**A fun time for your office party!**

**Dookies**

**Stay Away From the Office**

**Champagne Special - $14.50**

**4:00 to 6:30 p.m. - 7 days a week**

**248 Hotel Circle North 296-2131**

**Town and Country Hotel**

**Little Italy**

**215-2960**

**215-4045**

**Calzone/Salad plus wine**

**All for $3.50 per person**

**Vegetarian style, if not listed, in order to go.**

**Pizzeria**

**New open daily, 11 a.m.**

**Mountains from the stadium.**

**December 8, 1984**
**Prime Rib Dinner For Two $13.95**

**New! Now serving authentic Mexican specialties**

*Carne Asada, Barbacoa, Shrimp, etc.*

**MARGARITA SPECIAL DAILY**

COVER SPECIALS: Specials available week night from 5:30pm through the month of December. Specials include:

**Monday**

- Margarita 2 for $5.00
- Fajitas for $5.00

**Tuesday**

- Soft Shells for $5.00
- Chicken Fajitas for $5.00

**Wednesday**

- Enchiladas for $5.00
- Beef Tacos for $5.00

**Thursday**

- Shrimp Tacos for $5.00
- Beef Barbacoa for $5.00

**Friday**

- Fish Tacos for $5.00
- Carne Asada for $5.00

**Saturday**

- Chicken Tinga for $5.00
- Carnitas for $5.00

**Sunday**

- Beef Fajitas for $5.00 (at lunch)
- Fish Fajitas for $5.00 (at lunch)

**Victor's RESTAURANT**

For dinners, lunch and dinner on First Street across from Speedy's Landing.

Phone: 226-1277

**Marrakesh**

Moroccan Authentic Feasts

For a truly authentic Middle Eastern taste, try Marrakesh. Their menu offers a variety of Middle Eastern dishes, including:

- 8- or 9-course feasts
- 5-course express dinners
- Catering available
- Live music and exotic dance

Glasshouse Square

11115 Sports Park Drive
San Diego, CA 92121

223-6009

**INTRODUCING THE LOVE BOAT CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH.**

You get everything but the cruise.

And we mean everything. From a sumptuous spread of traditional breakfast goodies to a sampling of creations from the South Seas.

For just $92.95 per person ($72.95 for children under 12) plus what you get assorted fruit juices, an array of cold salads, fresh fruit, warm fruit slots, assorted home fries, fried bananas, crispy chicken, assorted soups, Chinese vegetables, fried rice, immune desserts and champagne.

The Love Boat Brunch is served at The St. Regis each Sunday from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Make sure you come over to relish the experience and enjoy a globally inspired meal.

**No time to go out for lunch?**

**Call Little Joe's—he'll deliver!**

Little Joe's has fast, free delivery 7 days a week from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Free with minimum purchase.

- Seafood
- Italian dishes
- B-B-Q chicken & ribs

Little Joe's

730 5th Ave, San Diego
234-3299; 263-1800

Spaghetti & Lasagna

**Natural Foods Restaurant**

**“Per Excellence”**

No sugar, honey, dairy, chemicals, additives or preservatives used. You can taste the difference.

- No sugar over $4.95
- East West
to Italian Basics
- San Diego's chocolate
- Chocolates & Coffee Shop

- 16 oz. gift of assorted
- Cofee, inc. gift
- 1 lb. chocolate balls

- Washington St.
- 12 oz. gift of assorted
- 1 lb. chocolate balls

- Linens set $13.95

- 11 oz. gift of assorted
- 1 lb. chocolate balls

- Lunch and Light dinner

**Baxter's Feast for Two**

only $9.95

Stop by our newest Baxter's in San Diego and sample a sample of our best. Feast on 2 Prime Rib Beef Bones, 2 Pieces of BBQ Chicken, 2 Fried Zucchini Sticks, 2 Potato Skins, 2 Corn Cobettes and French fries. All for just $9.95 for two. Seven days a week, all day long.

5604 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, 277-1964

3011 Fletcher Parkway
El Cajon, 462-1073


Ask for it... for two

**Polynesian Princess**

704 West Vacation Road, San Diego, CA 9210

(619) 766-8882

DEC 20 1984}

DEC 20 1984
**THE ULTIMATE GIFT!**

**SPECTACULAR HOLIDAY SAVINGS: Now Through Christmas Eve**

**WINDSURFER**

- ONE DESIGN
- Sale price $999.00
- Reg. $1,070.00
- 100% off the already discounted price

**MISTRAL MAUL**

- Sale price $1,999.00
- Reg. $2,399.00

**MISTRAL TARIFA**

- Sale price $1,999.00
- Reg. $2,399.00

**MISTRAL SUPERLIGHT**

- Sale price $1,999.00
- Reg. $2,999.00

**F2**

- Special Offer

*We have a limited number of Special Edition One Designs that simply do not have the lugs on the bow. You save an extra 100% off the already discounted price.*

ONLY 100% complete Limited supply while they last.

**WETSUITS**

- Savings of 10% to 50%
- On a full range of wetsuits by ONEX

- GILL BARE - BARE
- An important item for all windboarders.
- We carry the most popular brands.
- Special offer: Gill Bare (men's and women's sizes)
- Gill Bare (men's and women's sizes)
- Gill Bare (men's and women's sizes)
- Gill Bare (men's and women's sizes)

**CAR Top Carriers**

- Stow it! Easy to use
- Stow it! Easy to use
- Stow it! Easy to use
- Stow it! Easy to use

**SAILS... 10% to 40% OFF**

- GAUSTRA
- MISTRAL
- F2

- *SAVE 20%* on all GAUSTRA POWERPLUS FULL RIGGER SAIL SAIL
- *SAVE 30%* on all MISTRAL SAIL
- *SAVE 20%* on all F2 SAIL

**SPECIAL 1/2 PRICE SALE**

- Because of special offer clearance & holiday sale, we are able to offer some clearance deals on the following items—all priced at a full 50% OFF:

**BEST BuYS**

- Ginger Adjustable Footstools
- Ginger Adjustable Footstools
- Ginger Adjustable Footstools
- Ginger Adjustable Footstools
- Step stools
- Step stools
- Step stools
- Step stools

**Visa & MasterCard Accepted**

---

**SPORTS & FITNESS**

**DIVINGLOCKER**

- Christmas Ideas
- 2 for 1

**Scuba Class Special**

- Purchase the class by December 17
- May be used anytime before April 1, 1984

**Divers’ Watch Sale**

- Pulsar & Chronosport
- Limited supply

**Gym Special $99**

- 6-month membership
- Nothing, else to pay
- At San Diego Sportswear

**Gold’s Gym**

- 272-3400
- *Power frame weight with
canada flag in hand*

**Hey, Dancer, Francer, Donner & Blitzen**

- Can’t get the hoops up anymore?
- Here’s a Holiday Gift Special that will have you bounding over the rooftops...

---

**THE LIMIT EXERCISE STUDIO**

- Pacific Beach Studios
- 858-453-0000
- Located inside Bob’s & Roger’s Square

---

14 DECEMBER 8, 1983
SERVICES

HOLIDAY NAIL SPECIAL

LOANS

QUALITY NAILS

CHROMACOLO

Skin: our work speaks for itself.

SEEING IS BELIEVING

CHANGE YOUR EYECOLOR

CUSTOM TINTED

SOFT LENSES $150

EXTRA

NO CREDIT REQUIRED

subject to loan requirements

$100.00

IMMIGRATION

Past Lives?

Depressed? Lonely? Anxious?

IF LOOKING GOOD IS IMPORTANT TO YOU...

STATS

Photo Services

Stats

Typesetting

Stats

Graphic Design

STATS
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**AUTOMOTIVE**

**SPECIAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUNE-UP</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALVE JOB</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAKE RELINE</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lewison Automotive
810 S. Pine Ave.
297-6377

---

**GIFTS FOR THE CAR ENTHUSIAST**

- **CAR COVERS**
- **READ WINDOW LOUVRES**
  - San Diego's largest selection. Cost savings of 30%-40% off list. Free cover bag with purchase. All year round weather-resistant. Choose from Custom-Fit specialties.
- **HELLA DRIVING & FOG LIGHTS**
  - $39.95 each.
- **CAR BRAS**
  - High protection for hood assembly.
- **LOW DISCOUNT PRICES TOO!**
  - Gift certificates, Estam and model numbers, Brought back bugs, Brought back bugs, and other specialty parts.

**PERFORMANCE WORLD**

San Diego: 714-531-5255
San Antonio: 210-531-5255
San Jose: 408-531-5255
(607 best at 300) (Prices from richest parts)

---

**COAST TO FOREIGN**

Tune-up Special
Volkswagen, Datsun, Honda, or Toyota
$24.50
295-0774

---

**LIFE IN HELL**

**SLANG OF TOMORROW**

---

**COMPLETE VW RESTORATION**

We'll restore your Volkswagen to its original condition!

**AutoAire**

---

**TUNE-UP & OIL CHANGE, 20-POINT CHECK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VALVE JOB</td>
<td>After, during, and after complete engine rebuild.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAKE JOB</td>
<td>After, during, and after complete engine rebuild.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUTCH JOB</td>
<td>After, during, and after complete engine rebuild.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPORT MACHINE</td>
<td>Largest independent import machine shop in San Diego.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*For advertising purposes only.*